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I N'l'HODU GT ION 
This pa.per was written to show a few of the many uses of 
audio-visual aids in teaching typing. Some of the audio-visual 
equipment is discussed with some ideas on ways to use it. Some 
of the ideas are taken from other sources. 
Every type of audio-visual aid has not been touched on, nor 
have the ideas been exhausted on the types mentioned. This would 
be highly impossible since every teacher has many unique ideas. 





4. rrape Recorder 
~-o. Chalkboards 
6. Bulletin Boara.s and Felt Boards 
7. Field rrrips 
8. 'l'hree-Dimen:.ional Teaching Materials 
9. Flat Pictures 
10. Television 
11. Opaque Projector 
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FILMS 
Films can be used very ef'f'ectively in teaching typin6 • One 
of the big problems here is the way the films are presented. 
There are certain steps that should be taken before and after 
a film that are omitted many times. 
1. The teacher should preview the film before showing it 
to the class. 
2. The ,c.eacher should see that the room is in proper 
condition, such as proper ventilation or prop6r heat. 
3. From the preview the teacher should have picked out 
the most important ideas, and pointed out to the students 
what speclal points to look for. 
4. After showing the movie the class should discuss it, 
and the teacher should give the student time to ask 
questions. 
0. Later there may be a test given on the material in the 
film. 
6. The teacher may show the film again if the material 
is important enough. 
r.rhere are many sources from which films may be received. 
The big problem here is to try to plan the best time the film is 
needed, and to order it in plenty of time to assure receiving 
it. 
Many times typewriter companies make films wh:l.c h may be 
received by just paying the postage. Many of these are excellent 
films, but there will probably be a lot of advertising in them. 
It may also be possible to get free films from other 
industrial concerns which could be used in the typing class. 
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A good film for a motivating device woula be, "Typewriter 
In Businessn.l If was produced by the Remington Rand Company in 
H;;56, and it is a free-loan film. It could be used in either 
junior or senior high. It ex.plains the many riiff'erent applications 
of modern typewriters to business problems. 
Another excellent film, "Right At The Start", is used by 
thousands of typing instructors. Kathleen Flood, a typing in-
structor wrote, "I have had the deep satisfaction ofsuccessful 
results that comes to a teacher rarely during the years of teachin: 
0he thrill of seeing whole classes do better, far beL.ter, than 
ever before. This satisfaction is one that has grown out of my 
use of Royal's 'Right At The Start•, in my typing classes for 
beginners, advanced students, anci remedial learners." 2 
In this article Kathleen Flood went on to discuss the film 
and how it is broken down into sequences. Each sequenee provides 
animated explanation, an expert demonstration, and drill activities 
for the learners to perform with the demonstration. 
This article also discusses the fact that this movie has 
been used successfully by thousands of typing teachers. If this 
is true, it is at least worth the teacher's time to preview it 
to see if it woulci be an aid in instruction. Of course the 
teacher should use many unique ideas, but if the movie helps the 
instruction, then it should be used. 
1 "Typewriter In Business", Educational Film Guicie, The 
H. W. Wilson Company, 1956. 
2 Kathleen Flood, "How I Use The Royal Film, 'Right At The 
Start•, In My Typing Classes", Business Education Wo~~d, (May, 
1951) ,p. 4,10 
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FILMSTRIPS 
The correct procedure to follow in showing a filmstrip is 
much the same as the procedure of showing a film. It does have 
an advantage though, if it isn•t accompanied by a record. This 
advant'-1.ge is being able to stop and look at each frame as long 
as it is needed. In this way less time can be spent on the 
frames which are less irn..:iortant, and more time on the frames 
which are more important. Each frame may be discussed while 
the students are watching that frame, and any questions by the 
students may be asked at that time. It is also easier to go 
back to a previous part. 
Filmstrips are also made available by many sources. Again 
the scheduling and ordering of them in plenty of time is very 
important. 
A good use of a filmstrip would perhaps be as a substitute 
for a field trip. A good filmstrip of this type would be "Decision-
Key To Quality".3 This was produced by Remington Rand in 1952 and 
has 88 frames. This filmstrip is free-loan and is accompanied by 
a 20-minute recording. The filmstrip shows a tour throw:;h 
Remington Rand's Elmira plant, and a look at the production of 
Electriconomy typewriters and printing calculators from raw 
materials to finished product. If the instructor has some back-
ground to go along with the filmstrips it will generally create 
more interest and a better discussion. 
3 "Decision - Key To Quality", Fil~str1_£ Guide, The H. w. 
Wilson Company, 1954, p. 308. 
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RECORDS 
Records are forms of audio aids. Records are an excellent 
way to build rhythm. Many students enjoy typing to the music 
that is on the records, and some records help stuuents to attain 
more speed because the students try very hard to maintain the 
rhythm of the record. 
Another advantage of using records is the fact that the 
teacher is free to watch the students. 
These advantages should be weighed against the disadvantages. 
The biggest disadvantage is probably the fact that the records are 
always slowing down some students, while pushing others. It 
doesn't take into consideration the students' different speeds. 
If it were possible for the students to work on a recording 
individually, without disturbing anyone else, the advantages 
would probably be greater. 
TAPE RECORDERS 
A tape recorder is an audio aid which can and should be 
used in teaching typing. One great advantage of using the 
tape recorder is that the teacher can be watching the students 
to check on the typing procedures being used. 
Probably the greatest disadvantage is the time consumed 
in making a tape, if it is not a commercial one. 
The tape recorder may be used in many ways. Some of these 
would be: dictating a letter to the machine and having the students 
-
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type it as it is played back; using it for short 12 or 15 second 
speed drills to let the student know when to return the carriage; 
using it for rhythm drills. In all these drills the teacher 
can watch the students instead of watching the stop watch or 
beating out the rhythm. 
If it were possible to get head sets to go with the recorder, 
the students could work individually on the speed rhythm drill 
needed most. 
CHALKBOARD 
The chalkboard is. probably one of the most widely used 
teaching aids. Many items are drawn on the blackboard and then 
later explained to the class. Such items as letter forms, how to 
type envelopes, and how to figure spacing are just a few of the 
uses of the blackboard. 
Perhaps where the blackboard should be used more is in 
the beginning weeks of typing instruction. Putting words and 
letters on the blackboard during these weeks has certain 
advantages that the teacher can not get from typing directly 
from a book. 
The urge to watch the keyboard is more removed. If the 
le~ter has been properly introduced to the class, and then 
written on the board with other letters that have been introduced, 
it is easier to note a student searching for a key or looking 
at the keyboard. This will tend to aid the students in learning 
the keyboard positions more rapidly. 
Another advantage of using the blackboard during these 
weeks is the fact that individual differences are recognized. 
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This is an advantage to both the students and the instructor. 
Although the words and letters are on the blackboard, each 
student should be encouraged to strike the keys at his maximum 
rate and unison drills should be used very little. 
Using the blackboard during these weeks may also be an 
advantage to the instructor, since many times books may not be 
in during the first few meetings. 
BULLETIN BOARDS AND FELT BOARDS 
One W13.y of using these visual aids would be to use the 
bulletin boards for items that are more permanent, and to use 
the felt boards for items the teacher wishes to change rapidly 
while giving the class a demonstration. 
The bulletin board should be placed close to the door of 
the typing room so the students will notice it. It should be 
a display that will help catch the students• attention. One type 
of bulletin board which is used a lot is a board which shows 
achievements of the students individually. An idea for this 
type would be small ladders made for each student, with each 
step representing a certain speed and accuracy achievement. 
A paper figure of a person could be cut out, the student's name 
put on it, and the figure moved up the ladder as his typing 
improves. 
The felt board should be used in front of the class when 
items have to be put on and taken off fairly rapidly to aid 
in a demonstration of an instructor. One way to use it would 
be in the presentation of letter forms with the different types 
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of punctuation. Lines could be cut out of felt for the parts 
of the letter, and some co.mnas and periods for the punctuation. 
As each type of letter is explained the lines and punctuation 
could be moved easily and rapidly. Students could be called 
upon to come up and set up a certain type of letter to see if 
they understand. 
FIELD TRIPS 
Field trips can be a very important means of an audio-
visual aid in typewriting. 
An important thing to remember in field trips is to either 
go t~nere first, or send a committee of students from the class. 
In this way the class can be told what to expect and what 
important things to look for. 
A field trip to a large office would be very interesting. 
Here the students could see the work of many different employees, 
and see the importance of many of the things which have been 
worked on in typing class. The impressions a field trip sometimes 
leaves on a student are great motivating devices. 
Many times world champion typists give demonstrations. If 
it is not possible to 6et a demonstration at the school, it may 
be worth-while to make a trip to see. The speed generally 
fascinates the students. This may also be motivating. 
Planning the field trip in advance is very important. It is 
best to get the permission of the parents before taking any of 
the students. 
THREE-DIMENSIOJ::CAL TEACHING MATEHIALS 
This type of teaching aid is generally easier for the 
students to see and understand. 
When the teacher is presenting the parts of the typewriter, 
it is generally difficult for all the students to see. If the 
teacher could prepare lar~c~er models of these parts and show 
the students their importance, the students could probably see 
and understand the parts better. 
An example would be a large model of the parts necessary 
in changing a ribbon. Making this type of model may run into a 
great dea1 of work, but if the teacher has the ti.me it is 
worth-while. 
A different type of visual aid would be the typewriter 
keyboard in three dimensions. It is best to prepare this on 
a movable bulletin board. When presenting each key, which can 
be uncovered at the time of presentation, it is possible to 
show exactly where the key is located and the exact reach to be 
made. This should help the students very much. Having the keys 
hidden until presented creates a little mystery, which is good 
because, mystery generally creates interest. It also shows the 
progress made by the class, and everyone is interested in seeing 
progress. 
FLAT PICTURES 
In this section of visual aids, charts and cartoons could 
probably be included. 
Cartoons are always interesting to the class. Many times 
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students will stop and lcok at cartoons on a bulletin board. Many 
typewriter companies put out good cartoo11s on the different 
mistakes made by different typists. Funny captions are generally 
put on these to get the student's interest, but in the process 
of studying the cartoons some learn~ng is taking place. 
Charts are made and distributed by many typewriter companies. 
The chart of the typewriter keyboard is probably the one most 
widely used. Another good chart is one of an expert typist 
using the correct posture. 
If the typing instructor has the finances, it might be 
a good idea to take pictures of different members of the class 
when the students are not aware he is doing so. The pictures 
could be shown to the whole class for constructiYe criticism. 
TELEVISION 
Television is probable our newest audio-visual aid in 
education. One of the bi(;gest advantages of it would be the 
number of students who could be taught at the same time. 
Many people believe that the instruction would not be as 
good, nor would the students learn as well. 
A study that would perhaps show these beliefs to be false 
was made by William Robert Pasework of Texas Technological 
College.4 
4 William R. Pasework, 11 The Effectiveness Of Television As 
A Medium Of Learning Typewriting", Journal Of Business Education, 
(January, 1958) p. 174. 
--
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The experiment was with 44 students in beginning type-
writing at Michigan State University. 
At the end of the semester, a group of 22 students who 
received telecast instruction typed significantly faster on 
a timed writing test than did a matched group of 22 students 
who had conventional instruction. 
The telestudents were generally superior to conventional 
students in both speed and accuracy on periodic timed writing 
tests. Telestudents typed faster than conventional students on 
all the nine timed writing tests given throughout the course. 
This superiority was statistically significant on five of the 
tests, including the last three. 
Both conventional and experimental sections followed the 
same course of study for 48 lessons of 50 minutes each, all of 
which were taught by Mr. PaseworL. There were no instructors 
regularly assigned to the experimental group. The experimental 
groups instruction was via telecast transmitted simultaneously 
on an open circuit to the public. 
This study would tend to prove that this type of instruction 
is feasible and may be used a lot in the near future, especially 
in large schools. 
We should note these facts auout this case. 
1. The students were of the college level which perhaps 
caused more interest. 
2. The students knew they were matched against another 
group, and this may have been an incentive to work 
harder. 
3. The students were matched at random. 
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OPAQUE PROJECTOR 
The opaque projector is probably one of the most unused 
visual aids. This machine could be used in numerous ways in 
the typing class. 
One way it could be used would be to flash exercises on 
the screen of a darkened room. This would cause the students to 
look at the screen instead of at the keyboard. 
The opaque projector could also be used in the presentation 
of some material. Us~_ng the right type of material, a letter 
co,_: ld be presented part by part. Then the different types of 
letters with the different punctuations could be intrc,duced. 
Another way it could be used would be for constructive 
criticism of some of the assignments that have been turned in. 
In many cases it is best to cover the individual's name in tri.is 
exercise. This brings about a good class discussion which in 
ti_;rn helps everyone in the class. 
AUDIO-VISUAL FILE 
It may be to the instructcr's advantage to keep a card file 
on the different types of audio-visual aids that can be used in 
the typing class. This file should at least contain the types 
of audio-visual aids and where they :rlay be located. 
This file can be added to from ideas a teacher receives 
from reading business periodicals, from id_eas a teacher receives 




The typing class has grown from a class of students who 
were interested in typing as a profession, to include students 
who desire typing for personal use, and students who plan to 
use typing in their continued education. 
If students are to receive a proper education in the 
typing class, it is important that students understand as much 
about it as possible. In order to give students this under-
standing teachers must give new experiences to the students. 
If teachers then join these experiences with some direct exper-
iences the students have received understanding, and knowledge is 
brought about. 
Perception is the foundation of learning. If all the 
student receives is experiences from verbal symbols, a good 
understanding of typing is not being received. The students 
must have experiences from many of the items mentioned in this 
paper. The more experiences recelved the better prepared the 
student will be to face the pr(:blems that arise. Understanaing 
results from coordinated perception. 
A well educated typing student is like a new car. This 
car started out as just a frame. As it moved down the assembly 
line parts were added at each short stop. Each part has a 
definite job and is of some importance to the n.nished product. 
If some parts were missing, someone was cheated out of the full 
value of the car. Perhaps it wouldn't even run. If the best 
parts were used and properly added, the finished product would 





The typing student also starts out a.s somewhat of a fran:.e. 
Each day should add to this frame some new experiences. These 
direct or contrived experiences shouJd come from demonstrations, 
field trips, exhibits, television, motion pictures, recordings, 
radio, still pictures, visual symbols, and verbal symbols. Each 
experience has a definite purpose and helps to form an understanding. 
When only a few experiences are added to the frame, the student is 
being cheated out of a full education and perhaps the student's 
typing ability is not developed to its peak. If each day brings 
new experiences to the student, and these experiences are thoug.nt 
over, resulting in understanding, the end of the year should 
bring about a typing student who is ready to face the world. 
It is the duty of a typing teacher to see that these 
experiences are given to the students. Teachers should not be 
lazy and give the students just one or two types cf experiences. 
The students should be given the experiences they need. Vfuen 
the year ends, the teacher shoulci be able to feel that the right 
experiences have been provided at the right time, to help bring 
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